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TSR and valuation underperformance to Welltower, its closest peer, over standard
time periods
TSR and earnings underperformance prior to COVID-19 pandemic
Same-store senior housing operating underperformance and operator
concentration and performance issues
Investor communication failures including 2019 “Pivot to Growth” and
consistent overconfidence in face of lagging results
Lack of value creation and opportunity cost of large mega-deals (NHP, HCT, etc.)
Land & Buildings’ plan to help restore Ventas to its blue-chip status

Ventas is not disputing Welltower (WELL) as its closest peer, but
appears to be selectively deciding when to compare itself to WELL

Land & Buildings uses actual results in its
earnings analysis prior to 2022 and uses
consensus estimates for 2022 growth – this
is not an “error” to be fixed in our view but
an intentional illustration of the Company’s
continued inferior performance and lack of
earnings growth despite powerful industrywide senior housing momentum

Ventas’ focus on only the most recent
quarter of senior housing operating
(SHOP) results after badly
underperforming in prior periods is
highly telling

Ventas cannot have its cake and eat it too – the fact that the Company has adjusted for its
spin-off of CCP in 2015, but does not adjust for similar restructurings by its peers – including
the nearly ~$4 billion in WELL dispositions in 2015/2016 – is misleading in our view

Ventas’ TSR badly underperformed prior to COVID-19 – using
COVID as a shield against underperformance is a stretch

Ventas ignores a direct comparison to
Welltower, despite acknowledging WELL
as its closest peer for comparison as seen
on the prior page

Ventas ignores the unaffected date and uses TSR performance following Land & Buildings’ first public
engagement, claiming the 12% subsequent advance in the shares as completely their own, and
seemingly cherry-picking a March 25, 2022 end date (when the shares peaked on a relative basis)

The Company talked down forward
estimates/guidance consistently, taking
credit for beating significantly lowered
expectations is a hollow victory
We believe the perpetual estimate
declines speaks volumes about the
inability of the Company to effectively
communicate about guidance

Just because a management team is
“battle-tested”, doesn’t mean it’s the
“right team” in our view

This capital allocation quote simply says the Company “shifted its
portfolio recently”, not that these investments were the rights ones

While disclosures are historically poor and need
enhancement, improving disclosures is not the
primary communication issue to solve in our view

We certainly agree there is
substantial opportunity in VTR
stock, but these quote make it clear
to us analysts are betting on the
senior housing industry-wide
upside, not Ventas-specific actions

Seemingly surface-level Board refreshment: most recently appointed directors
each only sit on one Board committee, do not chair any committees, and are
not on the powerful Investment Committee or Executive Committee

Land & Buildings has offered a 4-pronged, detailed approach to
restoring Ventas to blue-chip status – the substance of which was
repeatedly discussed with the Company over the past roughly 4 months

Land & Buildings has attempted multiples times to restart a constructive
dialogue, including in early April when Mr. Litt reached out to CEO Cafaro, but
was rebuffed and offered no concessions other than a repayment of expenses

Mr. Litt has served on multiple REIT boards, and
for the last 30 years has been an outspoken
shareholder advocate as the #1-ranked analyst for
8 years by Institutional Investor magazine and as
a leading activist in the REIT industry since 2012

Mr. Litt proactively sought to not stand for election at Taubman Centers (TCO) after achieving several major objectives
and helped catalyze significant positive change at Brookdale Senior Living (BKD) including new management, several
new board members and asset sales before the stock was derailed by the COVID-19 pandemic

On the Company’s slide highlighting Mr. Shelton,
Ventas fails to even mention his Director tenure
at Envision Healthcare (NYSE: EVHC), a national
medical group. EVHC was created following a
public-to-public merger and declined 32% during
his time on the Board (from December 2016 to
October 2018), inclusive of its acquisition by KKR.
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